Chapter 5
Revelation: 5:1 And I {Apostle John} saw {he saw things that had
already happened during the judgment in the previous replay} in the
RIGHT HAND {representing what the first witness had written on
the first side of the scroll of life} of HIM {representing the visions
and oracles written on the last small part of the seventh part of the
scroll of life's first side} that SAT {as the risen Rock/Abaddon} on
the THRONE {the throne of intense light that is equated with the
Ark of the testament when the Shekinah glory has manifested upon
it} BOOK {being the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life/last scroll}
written WITHIN {inside/last side, on which is written the things that
righteous or rebellious adult females had done} and on the
BACKSIDE {outside/first side, on which is written the things that
righteous or rebellious adult males had done}, SEALED {kept
rolled-up and closed} with SEVEN SEALS {seven bands/seals each
placed next to each other around the outside of the rolled-up scroll of
life}.
This vision in Revelation 5:1 had already happened in the previous
replay of all generations, new heaven and new Earth, and time of the
judgment. The Apostle John saw a rolled-up seven-sealed scroll in
the right hand of god the father, who is equated with the visions and
oracles written on the last small part of the seventh part of the scroll
of life's first side. The scroll mentioned in Revelation 5:1 is the scroll
of life (last scroll), which was rolled-up and sealed with seven
bands/seals around its outside (first side). Each band/seal is wrapped
around each of the seven divided parts on the rolled-up scroll of life.
Written on the outside (the outside being equated with seven
evenings) of this scroll of life are visions and oracles of things that
existed and happened in the last generation from the time new light
(new Daily present truth) dawned from beneath the first seal. At that
time, the latter day living messenger began to prophesy of a new
message.

All the visions and oracles written on seven parts (equated with
seven evenings) of the scroll of life’s first side are written by
Michael (first witness), just as all the visions and oracles written on
seven parts (equated with seven days of daylight) of the last side of
the same scroll of life are written by his twin female spouse.
However, the last small part (equated with the ending of the seventh
evening's moonlight at the sun's dawn) of the seventh part (equated
with the seventh evening) of the scroll of life's first side (equated
with seven evenings) is witnessed (mixes) with the first small part
(equated with the beginning of the seventh day's morning sun at
dawn) of the scroll of life's other side (equated with seven days of
sunlight). This is likened to the ending of the seventh evening when
the silvery-blue moon's light is just below the westerly horizon
(equated with the Ark of the testament in the west) of the latter day
spiritual land of Canaan while the beginning of the seventh day's
morning sun's coppery-red light is just below the easterly horizon
(equated with the copper altar of burnt offerings in the east) at dawn
and witnessing what the moon's light (equated with the visions and
oracles written on the last small part) has seen during seven evenings
and what the moon's light presently sees happening in the land.
The last small part (equated with the ending of the seventh evening
as the morning sun is dawning) of the seventh part of the scroll of
life's first side contains all the visions and oracles written by the
moon's light when it moved from east to west through all seven parts
of the scroll of life's first side, just as everything that existed and
happened in the initial seven evenings of Genesis were all visible at
the ending of the seventh evening as the morning sun began to dawn.
The ending of the seventh evening's moonlight (God the father/first
witness) then witnesses from west to east all things happening at
that time (hence visions, oracles, and the revealing of them are
written in reverse as voices, thunderings and lightnings), including

what the morning sun' light (God's son/last witness) at dawn has
seen (witnessed) and is seeing (witnessing) from the morning sun's
perspective of east to west. Accordingly, the first witness' (spiritual
moon's) visions and oracles (spiritual moon's light) written on the
last small part contains all the visions and oracles written on all
seven parts of the scroll of life's first side but written on the last
small part from east to west (lightnings/visions, thunderings/oracles,
and voices/the fulfillment of lightnings and thunderings) and west to
east (voices, thunderings, and lightnings), just as everything that
existed and happened in the initial seven evenings of Genesis (as
witnessed by the moon moving east to west through seven evenings)
were all visible from the moon's light shining west to east at the
ending of the seventh evening when the morning sun began to dawn.
Accordingly, the one (representing the last small part/God the
father/bright moon) sitting on the throne (equated with the Ark of the
testament) has all the visions and oracles that are written on the
scroll of life's first side, as also witnessed by the Lamb (equated with
the first small part/God's son/morning sun/copper altar of burnt
offerings).
Before the latter day messenger began to reveal his message from
beneath the first seal of the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life, the
former living messenger (latter day Elijah/Aaron/David type) failed
to reveal and fulfill the predictions written on the rolled-up sevensealed scroll of life. Instead, the latter day living messenger (latter
day Elisha/Moses/Solomon) reveals the time when the visions and
oracles written on the last scroll's (scroll of life's) first side are
fulfilled in the latter days. The visions and oracles written on first
small part are illustrated in the Bible by a spiritual sun/morning star
(representing the last witness' written visions) mixing at dawn with
the spiritual moon’s/bright star's light (representing the first witness'
written visions and oracles). Accordingly, the latter day living
messenger is the only messenger able to understand the first witness'

and last witness' written visions and oracles, which are mixed
together on the first small part (beginning of the seventh day's
morning sun at dawn) and last small part (ending of the seventh
evening's moonlight at dawn).
The scroll of life is held in the right hand of the one that sits on the
throne. This right hand refers to what is written on the scroll of life's
first side as revealed from the visions and oracles written on the last
small part (God the father). The scroll of life's first side is divided
into seven equal parts, which are equated with seven evenings of a
week. Since the masculine things and animals were created in the
first six of seven evenings, it is equated with the opening of the first
side of the scroll of life that reveals the righteous and rebellious
adult males, just as the Bible is generally male orientated.
For the initial 1,000 years of the judgment, all scrolls' first side were
opened to reveal the righteous and rebellious adult males. The last
scroll's (scroll of life's) first side began to be revealed to replay the
things that happened regarding the righteous and rebellious adult
males in the last generation. When the replay of the last generation
began to show the risen Rock/Abaddon sitting on his throne of
intense light above swelled to heaven bottomless pit (full of a lake of
fire), all seven parts (equated with seven evenings) of the scroll of
life's first side were revealed except the last small part (equated with
the time of the ending of the seventh evening as the morning sun
dawns), which began to be revealed when the Rock/Abaddon had
risen from the swelled to heaven super volcano.
In the first timeline when the Rock/Abaddon rose as a lake of fire to
sit on his throne of intense light, Michael (God the father) and
Gabriel (son of God the father) have been writing (witnessing)
continually all things that existed and happened from that time on
the last small part (equated with the Ark of the testament) and first
small part (equated with the copper altar of burnt offerings).

Accordingly, when the visions and oracles written on the last small
part begin being revealed, they begin replaying what happened from
the time the risen Rock/Abaddon sat on his throne of intense light,
the new heaven and new Earth, the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment when each scroll's first side was opened (including the last
scroll/scroll of life), and the time when the last small part of the
seventh part of the scroll of life's first side was revealed. The life we
are presently living is a replay of what has already happened. Our
world and lives are being presently revealed by the visions and
oracles written on the first small part and last small part.
Had the world been female dominated instead of males, then instead
of the first side of the scroll of life being revealed during the
judgment the other side of the scroll of life would be revealed. If the
other side of the scroll of life was being revealed during the
judgment, then the right hand and left hand of the one sitting on the
throne would be of God the mother (right hand/last small part of the
seventh day's ending sunlight) and daughter of God (left hand/first
small part of the beginning evening at dusk). The Rock/Abaddon
would be referred to as a she, and the latter day living messenger
would be female instead of male. Furthermore, all past types of
patriarchs, male priests, and predominantly male prophets would
instead be matriarchs, priestesses, and predominantly prophetesses.
Also all adult males of Israel traveling to Jerusalem three times a
year to offer burnt offerings, adult males fighting wars to remove the
Canaanites from the old promised land would all instead need to be
accomplished by females. All male prophets that were commanded
to write prophecies with a “Thus saith the Lord God” would instead
be prophetesses that write with a “Thus saith the Lady Goddess.”
The written prophecies that state “He that believes shall be saved”
would be written as “She that believes shall be saved.” Also the
prophecy that states the Rock/Abaddon will become King of kings
and Lord of lords would instead be written as Queen of queens and

Lady of ladies. Jesus the son of God the father would instead be a
female savior who is the daughter of God the mother gathering
twelve female apostles and so on.
*******
Revelation 5:2 And I {Apostle John} saw a STRONG {mighty}
ANGEL {representing the seventh angel with trumpet, who is the
seventh lamp before the throne of God} proclaiming with a LOUD
VOICE {like a trumpet/thunder}, WHO IS WORTHY to OPEN the
BOOK {being the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life}, and to
LOOSE THE {seven} SEALS {bands} thereof?
After all the other books (scrolls) were opened to replay what
happened in each generation from Genesis to the beginning of the
last generation, then a strong angel speaks with a loud trumpetsounding voice of thunder from the swelled to heaven super volcano
full of a lake of fire. This strong (mighty) angel represents the
seventh angel with trumpet, who stands before God the father
(sitting on his Ark of the testament) as the seventh lamp, just as there
were seven lamps burning brightly in the holy place before the holy
of hollies (where the Ark of the testament was located) of the old
temple. The strong angel speaks saying who is worthy to unseal each
of the seven seals around the rolled-up scroll of life. Thereby being
able to unroll (open) it and reveal what is written on its first side.
*******
Revelation 5:3 And NO MAN {none} in HEAVEN {where the
judgment is happening before the lifted-up to heaven super volcano,
which covered the world in a lake of fire}, nor IN EARTH
{referring to all people living before the latter day living messenger's
message dawned from beneath the first seal}, neither UNDER the
EARTH {people that had lived and died and are dead under the
Earth/land from the first generation of Genesis to the last generation
before the latter day living messenger's message dawned from

beneath the first seal}, WAS ABLE to open the BOOK {last
scroll/scroll of life}, neither to LOOK THEREON {because the
scroll of life is rolled-up and kept rolled-up/sealed with seven
seals/bands around, and covering, its outside}.
Before the latter day living messenger's message dawned from
beneath the first seal, no one could open the scroll of life's visions
and oracles written in the Book of Revelation. No one in heaven
during the judgment was found among the four six-winged beasts
(that represent the first group of redeemed), twenty four elders (that
represent the second group of redeemed), great multitude of
righteous angels (that represent the third group of redeemed), or the
many creatures (that represent the rebellious people standing as
ghosts around new Jerusalem viewing each generation being
replayed from each scroll, the replayed new heaven and new earth,
and the continuing time of the judgment) to be worthy to open or
even look upon the words written on the seven-sealed rolled-up
scroll of life.
Before the latter day living messenger began to reveal his message
from beneath the first seal of the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life,
no one living on Earth (land) was able to reveal the scroll of life’s
visions and oracles written in the Book of Revelation and in the
writings of old testament prophets, even though many have tried.
When the scrolls' (except the last scroll'/scroll of life's) first side
were opened to reveal their written visions and oracles during the
initial 1,000 years of the judgment and replayed all past generations,
no person that had lived and died throughout every past generation
of the world was found able to unseal the seven seals and unroll
(open) the last scroll (scroll of life) to reveal its written visions and
oracles of things that happened in the last generation, new heaven
and new Earth, and time of the judgment. Many people of the living
and others that had died had attempted to reveal the written visions
and oracles in the Book of Revelation and the writings of old

testament prophets, but it is written that none of them were able to
truly reveal the visions and oracles that pertain to the scroll of life.
*******
Revelation 5:4 And I {Apostle John on the isle of Patmos in 90AD}
wept much, because NO MAN {no man among the living or dead
before the latter day living messenger began to reveal his message
from beneath the first seal of the rolled up scroll of life} was found
worthy to OPEN and to READ the BOOK {rolled-up seven-sealed
scroll of life}, neither to LOOK THEREON.
The Apostle John wept because he thought no one, not even his Lord
Yahshua/Jesus, was worthy to unseal, unroll, and open the scroll of
life. Before the latter day messenger began to reveal his message
from beneath the first seal of the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life,
no person among the living or dead had been worthy to unseal each
of the seven seals around the rolled-up scroll of life, unroll it, and
reveal what is written on its first side. Neither could any person
among the living or dead look at the scroll of life because it was
rolled-up and its rolled-up outside was completely covered by seven
bands (seven seals) wrapped around it.
*******
Revelation 5:5 And ONE {being the 24th elder who represents the
visions and oracles written on the sixth plagued angel, that also
reveals the beginning of the Rock/Abaddon} of the ELDERS
{representing the second group of redeemed after they had entered
new Jerusalem's ensign} saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the
LION {being the visions and oracles written on the first small
part/Lamb/son of God typified by old King Solomon} of the tribe of
{spiritual} Juda, the ROOT of DAVID {old King David is a type of
God the father/last small part}, hath PREVAILED {through the son
of God's latter day living messenger} to open the BOOK {rolled-up
seven-sealed scroll of life}, and to LOOSE the SEVEN SEALS

thereof {correlating the time when latter day Solomon began to
reveal his dawning new message from beneath the first seal around
the scroll of life's first side}.
The twenty four elders represent the visions and oracles pertaining to
the second group of redeemed written on the seventh part (equated
with the Sabbath evening) of the scroll of life's first side (the first
side is equated with seven evenings). On the seventh part of the
scroll of life's first side are written six angels (equated with six
elders) with trumpets, six parts (equated with six elders) of the
seventh angel with trumpet, 6 parts (equated with six elders) of the
seventh part of the seventh angel with trumpet, and six (equated with
six elders) of seven plagued angels, which all twenty four parts
(twenty four elders) are written on the Rock/Abaddon (equated with
the last small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side).
The ending of the sixth plagued angel reveals the beginning of the
risen Rock/Abaddon. The elder that spoke to the Apostle John in
Revelation 5:5 was the twenty-fourth elder, because the twenty
fourth elder has written on him all the visions and oracles of all the
other twenty three elders.
During each replay of the judgment, it shows the twenty-fourth elder
telling the Apostle John not to weep. The elder says to John that the
lion (equated with King Solomon) of spiritual Judah (representing
the USA/lamb-like beast) has prevailed to unseal each of the seven
seals around the rolled-up scroll of life, which revealed seven small
visions and oracles. Then the scroll of life was unrolled (open) to
reveal clearly all the visions and oracles written on its first side
(outside). The lion of the tribe of Judah represents the first small part
(referred to as the son of God the father) that was born from the last
small part (God the father), just as old king Solomon (son) was born
from king David (father) in the kingdom of Judah. From the visions
and oracles written on the first small part is revealed the latter day
messenger. The latter day messenger (latter day Solomon/Moses)

began to understand the message written beneath the first seal. At
that time, latter day Solomon began proclaiming his new dawning
message from beneath the first seal. Latter day Solomon was
spiritually born (when he began to reveal his message from beneath
the first seal) from the church of latter day David (former
messenger) of Ezekiel 37:25 and Hosea 3:5. Latter day David was
born according to the Rock's/Abaddon's (the root's) written visions
and oracles. This is based on the past type of old King David being
born from his father (the root of David). King Solomon was born
from the loins of his father, King David. It was King Solomon who
succeeded in building the temple/house of God when he became
king in place of his deceased father David, who thought to build
God's house but he failed to receive God’s blessing to build the
house/temple.
1 Kings 5:5 And, behold, I {king Solomon} purpose to build an
house unto the name of the Lord my God, as the Lord spake unto
David my father, saying, Thy son, whom I will set upon thy throne in
thy room, he shall build an house unto my name.
Ezekiel 37:25 And THEY {faithful believers} shall dwell in the
LAND {representing the new Earth} that I have given unto Jacob my
servant, wherein your fathers have dwelt; and they shall dwell
therein, even THEY {representing the first group of
redeemed/12,000}, and their CHILDREN {representing the second
group of redeemed/144,000}, and their children's CHILDREN
{representing the third group of redeemed/great multitude} for
EVER {time of the new heaven and new Earth}: and MY {Elohiym}
servant David {representing the former messenger before the latter
day living messenger/Solomon type unsealed and revealed the scroll
of life, which the previous messenger/David type thought to unseal it
and reveal it but failed} shall be their prince for ever.

Hosea 3:5 Afterward shall the CHILDREN {representing the third
group of redeemed fleeing from all nations during the time when
smoke and ash are erupting from the super volcano} of Israel return,
and seek the LORD {risen Rock/Abaddon according to the first
witness} their God {risen Rock/Abaddon according to the last
witness}, and David {equated with the visions and oracles written
on the last small part/God the father} their king; and shall fear the
LORD {equated with the visions and oracles written on the first
small part} and his GOODNESS {of intense light} in the LATTER
DAYS {when the Rock/Abaddon has risen from the swelled to
heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire and radiating an intensely
bright light}.
*******
Revelation 5:6 And I beheld, and, lo, in the MIDST of the
THRONE {equated with the Ark of the testament when the
Shekinah glory was upon it} and of the FOUR BEASTS {equated
with four priests of the old temple}, and in the midst of the
ELDERS {equated with the elders in the inner court of the old
temple}, STOOD A LAMB {representing the visions and oracles
written on the first small part/spiritual morning sun at dawn/son of
God} as it HAD BEEN SLAIN {the Lamb had been slain during
each previous replay of the last generation during the judgment},
having SEVEN HORNS {which refer to its ability/strength to open
each of the seven seals/bands wrapped around the outside of the
rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life's first side} and SEVEN EYES
{each eye can see and understand the visions written beneath each of
seven seals}, which are the SEVEN SPIRITS {seven spirits pertain
to all the visions and oracles written on seven parts of the scroll of
life's first side} of God {being the visions and oracles written on the
last small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side}
sent forth {as messages illustrated as beams of spiritual
moonlight/visions, spiritual morning sun's light/visions, and spiritual

thunders/oracles} into all the EARTH {proclaimed to the Earth/land
of latter day spiritual Canaan from the time the latter day living
messenger's message dawned from beneath the first seal}.
From the time the Rock/Abaddon had risen to sit on his throne of
intense light over the swelled to heaven super volcano (full of a lake
of fire), all things that were happening from that time were being
written as visions and oracles on the last small part of the seventh
part of the scroll of life's first side. All the visions being written on
the last small part (equated with the ending of the seventh evening)
were also being written (witnessed) by the first small part (equated
with the seventh day's beginning/morning sun at dawn/Lamb/son of
God), just as the seventh day's morning sun at dawn witnesses the
ending of the seventh evening. When the Rock/Abaddon (equated
with the last small part) had risen to sit on his throne of intense light
and all the redeemed had entered the ensign of new Jerusalem,
thereafter the world became covered in a lake of fire. After the world
was covered by a lake of fire, the new heaven and new Earth began
for the redeemed to live in as perfect humans with new bodies and
new memories. At the time when the new heaven and new Earth
began, the initial 1,000 years of the judgment had also began. During
these 1,000 years, all the scrolls' first side were opened to replay all
generations. Some time after the initial 1,000 years of the judgment
when the last generation was replayed to the point where the
Rock/Abaddon had risen to sit on his throne of intense light over the
swelled to heaven super volcano (full of a lake of fire), the visions
and oracles written on the last small part (God the father sitting on
his throne/Ark of the testament) began replaying all things that
happened from the time the risen Rock/Abaddon was siting on his
throne of intense light, the redeemed entering the ensign of new
Jerusalem, the world covered by a lake of fire, the new heaven and
new Earth, and what had happened during and after the initial 1,000
years of the judgment.

A Lamb came from the throne to denote that the Lamb (representing
the first small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's other
side) has copied (witnessed) all the visions and oracles that are
written on the last small part of the seventh part of the scroll of life's
other side. The manifestation of the Lamb from the throne reveals
the time when the latter day messenger's new message was about to
dawn from beneath the scroll of life's first seal at the beginning of
the last generation. This Lamb reveals the spiritual birth (equated
with a Lamb) of latter day Solomon’s message from beneath the
scroll of life's first seal, which was spiritually born in latter day
spiritual Judah (representing the USA). The Lamb that came from
the throne had already been slain at the end of the 1260 days when
the sign of Jonah began. The visions and oracles written on the scroll
of life's first side had already replayed the time when the Lamb was
slain in the previous replay of the last generation.
It states in Revelation 5:6 that the Lamb (representing the visions
and oracles written on the first small part) has seven horns and seven
eyes, which are the seven spirits (seven lamps) of God (visions and
oracles written on the last small part/ark of the testament). This
Lamb’s seven horns illustrate that it has the spiritual strength (horn)
to unseal each of the seven seals (bands) around the rolled-up scroll
of life's first side with each of its seven horns. When each horn
removes each seal, the Lamb is able to see and reveal the exposed
written little vision beneath each seal with each of its seven eyes.
The Lamb’s seven eyes means that it can perceive (understand) the
meaning of the seven little visions written beneath the seven
seals/bands. The seven eyes are as lamps that can read the written
words beneath seven seals. When the words written on the scroll of
life's first side are revealed by the Lamb, they are as olive oil
burning as seven spirits (seven flames/lamps in the temple's holy
place), which are all written on the last small part (God the

father/Ark of the testament) of the seventh part of the scroll of life's
first side.
*******
Revelation 5:7 And HE {being the son of God/Lamb that has
witnessed and reveals all the visions and oracles written on the last
small part/God the father} came and took the BOOK {last
scroll/scroll of life} out of the RIGHT HAND {the right hand
represents the first witness'/God the father's visions and oracles
written on the last small part} that SAT {reigning over latter day
Babylon's kingdom} upon the THRONE {the throne of intense light
radiating from the swelled to heaven super volcano full of a lake of
fire}.
When the Lamb had taken the seven-sealed rolled-up scroll of life
(which is the last scroll), the Lamb's visions and oracles written on
the first small part had already replayed all past generations by
revealing all the visions and oracles written on all the other scrolls.
This scene of the Lamb in heaven is taking place during the
judgment when the Lamb is about to replay the beginning of the last
generation of the old Earth, when the latter day messenger's new
message was about to dawn from beneath the first seal of the sevensealed rolled-up scroll of life.
The vision in Revelation 5:7 was shown to the Apostle John around
90AD of what had already happened during the judgment in the
previous replay. The replay shows the time when the Rock/Abaddon
is reigning on the throne of intense light, emanating from the swelled
to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire.
*******
Revelation 5:8 And when HE {Lamb} had taken the BOOK {last
scroll/scroll of life}, the FOUR BEASTS {representing visions and
oracles pertaining to the first group of redeemed that are written on
the first small part/Lamb} and FOUR and TWENTY ELDERS

{representing visions and oracles pertaining to the second group of
redeemed/144,000 that are written on the first small part/Lamb}
FELL DOWN before the LAMB {the Lamb represents the visions
and oracles written on the first small part of the seventh part of the
scroll of life's other side}, having every one of them HARPS {harps
to sing the song/prophecy of David/God the father of latter day
Solomon/God the son}, and GOLDEN VIALS {gold represents the
first witness’ spiritual silvery moonlight/visions at the ending of the
seventh evening's dawn mixed with the last witness’ spiritual
coppery morning sun's light/visions at dawn} full of ODOURS
{sweet fragrance ascending up with the erupting smoke and ash of
the swelling to heaven super volcano filling with a lake of fire},
which are the PRAYERS {that prayed for the fulfillment of the
everlasting gospel} of SAINTS {four priests/four beasts/apostles and
24 elders/disciples of the spiritual temple}.
During the judgment the Lamb takes the last scroll (scroll of life),
then four beasts and 24 elders fall down and worship the Lamb. This
vision parallels the time when the people of the first group
(represented by these four beasts) of redeemed and the people of the
second group (represented by these 24 elders) of redeemed had
resurrected or were alive to learn (spiritually bowed down before)
the new song (message/everlasting gospel) of the Lamb.
The four beasts and the 24 elders each have harps and golden
censors (vials) full of burning odors of incense, which represent their
prayers. When these four beasts and/or 24 elders sing a song on their
golden harps during the judgment in heaven, it is equated with the
time when after the latter day resurrection they learned a new song
(message) of the everlasting gospel to proclaim to all nations,
kindreds, tongues, and people. Latter day Solomon’s message
spiritually sang (revealed and fulfilled) the prophecies on the scroll
of life’s first side that latter day David/Elijah should have sung
(proclaimed) with his figurative harp (representing the first witness'

written predictions/song), just as old David sang his psalms with a
harp but were fulfilled by his son King Solomon. Accordingly, after
the latter day resurrection, the people of the first group and second
group of overcomers sing of latter day Solomon’s (latter day
Yahshua’s/Moses’s) everlasting gospel. They will then be
prophesying to all nations of the everlasting gospel to ripen a great
multitude until the super volcano explodes with a great earthquake,
as smoke and ash erupt for five months. During the five months of
smoke and ash when the swelling to heaven super volcano is filling
with a lake of fire, a great multitude will be ripe for harvesting as
they travel to the rising ensign.
The prayers of the overcomers of all generations were answered
when the super volcano exploded and began erupting smoke and ash
for five months. From that time, the redeemed traveled to the rising
ensign. Then when new Jerusalem manifested around the risen
ensign, they entered the intense light of the ensign of new Jerusalem
to have a right to the tree of life in the new heaven and new earth.
Accordingly, the explosion of the super volcano is equated with the
sweet aroma rising with the smoke from the golden bowls (vials), as
the prayers of the saints are fulfilled when they travel to the rising
ensign and enter new Jerusalem's ensign of intense light, that only
manifests when the Rock/Abaddon has risen from the swelling to
heaven bottomless pit as it fills with a lake of fire.
Before the overcomers travel to the rising ensign, they will have
learned the new song of the latter day everlasting gospel, as
witnessed by the two witnesses' visions and oracles written on the
first small part and last small part. The resurrected overcomers will
realize during the judgment, that the latter day resurrection and them
proclaiming the everlasting gospel and thereafter entering the ensign
of new Jerusalem was made possible by the sacrifice of the Lamb
(visions and oracles written on the first small part), which happened
at the end of the 1260 days of prophesying to latter day Babylon. At

the end of these 1260 days, the two witnesses' visions and oracles
written on the first small part (Lamb) were lying totally rejected
(dead) because of the earthquake that caused the super volcano to
temporarily erupt smoke and ash and then quickly go dormant. For
the next three and a half days (being the sign of Jonah), the Lamb
(visions and oracles written on the first small part) that reveals the
two witnesses' visions and oracles (written on the first small part and
last small part) will be lying dead, having seemingly failed when the
super volcano quickly became dormant. However, at the end of these
three and a half days, the spirit of life enters the two witnesses
written visions and oracles, as they stand to begin being fulfilled.
The reason for the two witnesses' visions and oracles resurrecting
from death (total failure) to life is that a great earthquake at the super
volcano happens again, which marks the time of the latter day
resurrection for all overcomers of all generations.
A “golden” vial (bowl) represents the spiritual silvery-blue
moon’s/bright star's (first witness’/Michael's/God the father's) light
(visions and oracles written on the last small part) at the ending of
the seventh evening mixing (hence simultaneously proclaimed) at
dawn with the spiritual coppery-red sun’s/morning star's (last
witness'/Gabriel's/son of God's) light (visions and oracles written on
the first small part) to create the gold. A golden bowl (vials) having
hot coals and burning sweet incense to create odors of sweet smoke
represent the immense mouth of the super volcano when it is
erupting smoke and ash for five months. The sweetness of the rising
ensign of the Rock/Abaddon during the erupting smoke and ash is
equated with the joy (sweetness) of all the redeemed, as they travel
to the ensign of new Jerusalem, according to Lamb's revealed visions
and oracles written on the first small part (equated with the copper
altar of burnt offerings) of the seventh part of the scroll of life's other
side.
*******

Revelation 5:9 And THEY {4 beasts equated with the first group of
redeemed and 24 elders equated with the second group of redeemed}
SUNG a NEW SONG {this new song/everlasting gospel was
learned and sung by the two groups of redeemed after the latter day
resurrection at the end of the sign of Jonah}, saying, THOU {Lamb
equated with the message of the latter day messenger} art worthy to
take the BOOK {last scroll/scroll of life}, and to open the seals
thereof: for THOU {Lamb} wast SLAIN {totally rejected during the
sign of Jonah}, and HAST REDEEMED {when all overcomers
entered the ensign of new Jerusalem} US {being the 4 beasts/priests,
24 elders, and great multitude} to God {God the father equated with
the visions and oracles written on the last small part of the seventh
part of the scroll of life's first side} by thy BLOOD {sacrifice of the
Lamb/visions and oracles written on the first small part of the
seventh part of the scroll of life's other side} OUT of EVERY
KINDRED, and TONGUE, and PEOPLE, and NATION {of the
last generation} ;
The slain Lamb's visions and oracles written on the first small part
(on which is written the visions and oracles of the first witness/last
small part and last witness/first small part) were sacrificed and lying
dead (totally rejected) during the 3½ days of the sign of Jonah. After
these 3½ days, the latter day resurrection happened when the
overcomers of every generation rose from death to life and health.
Thereafter they learned the Lamb's new song of the everlasting
gospel, which they proclaimed to all nations to gather a great
multitude from all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people of the last
generation. The four beasts (priests/first group of redeemed) and 24
elders (second group of redeemed), and great multitude (third group
of redeemed) will have entered the ensign of new Jerusalem to be
redeemed to God the father (who is being revealed as siting on the
throne of intense light over the kingdom of latter day Babylon)
because of the sacrificed visions and oracles (blood) written on the

first small part (Lamb).
*******
Revelation 5:10 And hast made US {the “us” being the 4 beasts/first
group and 24 elders/second group of redeemed} unto our God
{God/risen Rock/Abaddon} KINGS {being the elders on thrones
with crowns ruling over the lava covered dissolved kingdom of latter
day Babylon} and PRIESTS {being the four beasts that are typified
by the four sons/priests of Aaron}: and we SHALL REIGN {they
shall reign again in the next replay of all generations, just as they
reigned in the previous replay of all generations} on the EARTH
{land of the lava covered dissolved USA and world that are replaced
by a new heaven and new Earth}.
At the end of the 1260 days (when the 2300-day period also ends),
the Lamb (visions and oracles written on the first small part of the
seventh part of the scroll of life's other side) will have been killed
(totally rejected). The reason for the death of the message of the two
witnesses is that the super volcano temporarily erupts smoke and ash
and then goes dormant. At that time, it seems that the written
predictions of the two witnesses (concerning the ending of latter day
Babylon's kingdom from the time the super volcano opens and
erupts smoke and ash for five months) ends in total failure.
Accordingly, it will seem to the leaders and kingdom of latter day
Babylon that the two witnesses' predictions written on the first small
part (Lamb) are to be given no more mind or respect, as they
continue business as usual. However, after 3½ days have passed of
the sign of Jonah, the super volcano encounters another great
earthquake before going dormant again. At the time of this great
earthquake at the end of the sign of Jonah, the two witnesses'
seemingly failed visions and oracles (written on the Lamb/first small
part) revive to life as the latter day resurrection happens. From that
time when they proclaimed the everlasting gospel and entered the

ensign of new Jerusalem, the Lamb made all resurrected overcomers
of every generation and living overcomers of the last generation
priests (represented by the four beasts/first group of redeemed) and
kings (represented by the 24 elders/second group of redeemed)
reigning over latter day Babylon's kingdom.
During the judgment that is presently happening, the Lamb has been
replaying all generations over and over. Accordingly, the visions and
oracles written on the first small part (Lamb) replays the time when
the four beasts and twenty four elders became kings and priests and
reigned over the lava covered kingdom of latter day Babylon.
*******
Revelation 5:11 And I BEHELD {visions/lightnings}, and I
HEARD {oracles/thunders} the voice of MANY ANGELS {that
represent the third group of redeemed/great multitude of
messengers/angels of all nations, kindreds, tongues, and peoples
standing within new Jerusalem's ensign} round about the THRONE
{the great white throne of intense light emanating from the lifted-up
to heaven super volcano full of a lake of fire} and the BEASTS
{priests/first group of redeemed} and the ELDERS {second group
of redeemed}: and the NUMBER of THEM {many angels being the
third group of redeemed/great multitude} was TEN THOUSAND
TIMES TEN THOUSAND, and THOUSANDS of THOUSANDS;
The Apostle John saw (vision) and heard (oracle) the voice of the
many angels. These many angels in Revelation 5:11 represent latter
day people that are of all generations, nations, kindreds, tongues, and
people. The third group will have been redeemed from the time they
entered new Jerusalem's ensign, that manifested when the swelled to
heaven super volcano was full of a lake of fire.
From the new day of Pentecost, the first group of redeemed and
second group of redeemed will receive the holy spirit's power so
they can proclaim the everlasting gospel to every nation, kindred,

tongue, and people. From among every nation, kindred, tongue, and
people, many angels (messengers/third group of redeemed) will
accept and also join in proclaiming the everlasting gospel (new
song), when it is being proclaimed by the first group (4
beasts/12,000) and second group (24 elders/144,000) before smoke
and ash erupt for five months from the super volcano. Then from the
day the super volcano begins erupting smoke and ash for five
months, the great multitude of angels (messengers) will travel to the
rising ensign of intense light to be ready to enter and stand within
new Jerusalem, when it manifests around the swelled to heaven
super volcano. When the swelled to heaven super volcano is full of a
lake of fire, then new Jerusalem (which is represented by an
immense fiery whirlwind around the swelled to heaven super
volcano full of a lake of fire) will have manifested. Great hailstones
will be raining around the super volcano. These raining great
hailstones represent the walls of new Jerusalem, which surrounds the
high mountain of the super volcano full of a lake of fire. The great
multitude will enter the intense light of new Jerusalem's ensign,
which radiates from the swelled to heaven super volcano's immense
40-mile wide mouth full of a lake of fire before it overflows and
spreads to cover the USA and world. During the time of the
judgment, the third group of redeemed is standing in the outer court
within new Jerusalem around the 24 elders, 4 beasts, and the father's
great throne of intense light.
The number of the third group of redeemed is ten thousand times ten
thousand (10,000 x 10,000 = 100,000,000) and thousands of
thousands (1,000s x 1,000s = 99,844,000). The scroll of life reveals
in Revelation 9:16 that there is a total of 200,000,000 (which is a
rounded number) that is equated with all three groups of redeemed
that will live in the new heaven and new Earth, which mirrors the
amount of righteous people living in the real world. Therefore
deducting 12,000 (which is a rounded number to the nearest

thousand) of the first group and 144,000 (which is also a rounded
number to the nearest thousand) of the second group from
200,000,000, leaves 199,844,000 (which is a rounded number) of the
third group of redeemed.
*******
Revelation 5:12 Saying with a LOUD VOICE {loud voice of the
many angels/messengers/third group of redeemed saying},
WORTHY is the LAMB {representing the visions and oracles
written on the first small part} that was SLAIN {at the beginning of
the sign of Jonah} to receive POWER, and RICHES, and
WISDOM, and STRENGTH, and HONOR, and GLORY, and
BLESSING.
A great multitude of righteous angels is shown standing within new
Jerusalem around the throne of intense light. This great multitude of
righteous angels (messengers) is in agreement with the new song
they heard the 4 beasts and 24 elders sing in Revelation 5:9 during
the judgment, just as the great multitude were in agreement with the
new song (everlasting gospel) that they will have heard and accepted
before the five months of erupting smoke and ash began. Then
during the time of great tribulation when smoke and ash were
erupting for five months, they journeyed quickly to the rising ensign
within the fallen USA. Then after they entered new Jerusalem's
ensign, the many angels (great multitude) said, during the judgment,
that the Lamb (visions and oracles written on the first small part) is
worthy to receive the power over latter day Babylon's nations, riches
of latter day Babylon's fallen kingdom, wisdom of the two witnesses'
written visions and oracles, strength to open the seven seals around
the scroll of life, honor of all peoples, the glory of the nations, and
the blessing of the redeemed.
*******
Revelation 5:13 And EVERY CREATURE {representing the

rebellious people of all generations that had manifested at the
beginning of the judgment to appear as ghosts outside new
Jerusalem to view the things being revealed and happening during
the judgment} which is in HEAVEN {being the area above the
lifted-up to the sky super volcano full of a lake of lava}, and on the
EARTH {rebellious people in the USA living just before the latter
day living messenger's new Daily truth dawned from beneath the
first seal}, and UNDER the EARTH {rebellious people that
died/buried under the USA's land during all past generations before
the latter day living messenger's new truth dawned from beneath the
first seal}, and such as ARE {rebellious dead or rebellious living
before the latter day living messenger's new truth dawned from
beneath the first seal} in the SEA {representing the sea of combined
nations of latter day Babylon's first reigning period}, and all that
are in them, heard I SAYING {are saying when they are outside
new Jerusalem as the many creatures during the judgment},
Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be unto HIM {visions
and oracles of God the father/last small part} that sitteth upon the
THRONE {the throne of intense light above the immense mouth of
the lifted-up to heaven super volcano, full of a lake of fire}, and
unto the LAMB {visions and oracles of the son of God/first small
part} for ever and ever.
At the end of the sign of Jonah, the righteous people and rebellious
people that lived and died in each generation will resurrect to life
and health to be living in the last generation. The righteous people
will be proclaiming the everlasting gospel to save a great multitude
from the plagues of hailstones and ejected coals of fire, anarchy,
famine, and death, that will descend upon the world from the
swelling to heaven super volcano. These plagues will only affect the
rebellious people that rejected the everlasting gospel and were in
agreement with their governments' agencies that rejected,
persecuted, and killed those that proclaimed the everlasting gospel.

Daniel 12:2 And many of them that sleep {being dead} in the dust of
the earth shall AWAKE {latter day resurrection that happens at the
end of the sign of Jonah}, SOME {the overcomers/apostles and
disciples of each generation} to everlasting life, and SOME {that
rejected, persecuted, and/or killed the apostles and disciples of each
generation} to shame and everlasting contempt {according to a
person's works, as revealed by the Lamb's written visions and
oracles during the judgment}.
During the judgment, a multitude of rebellious people (being
referred to as creatures) have appeared as ghosts to stand round
about outside new Jerusalem. These rebellious people of all
generations, nations, kindreds, tongues, and people had rejected,
persecuted, and/or killed the prophets and the people (apostles and
disciples) that believed and proclaimed the message of the living
prophets. The rebellious people had appeared in the spirit (ghosts) at
the beginning of the judgment to review (judge) the two witnesses'
visions and oracles written on each scroll's and last scroll's (scroll of
life's) first side. During the judgment, the visions and oracles written
on the last small part (represented by the Rock/Abaddon/God the
father) of the seventh part of the scroll of life's first side are being
revealed by the visions and oracles written on the first small part
(Lamb/son of God) of the seventh part of the scroll of life's other
side.
The visions and oracles written on the first small part reveal what
happened from the time the swelled to heaven super volcano's
immense mouth was filled with a lake of fire, the redeemed entering
the ensign of new Jerusalem, the new heaven and new Earth, and
what happened during the initial 1,000 years of the judgment when
all scrolls were opened consecutively to replay the first generation
through the last generation and the judgment.
Whatever is being revealed during the judgment is being written

continually on the first small part and last small part. Also whatever
is written on the first small part and last small part must be revealed.
Therefore each time that each scroll's written visions and oracles are
revealed from the visions and oracles written on the first small part
to replay each generation from Genesis through the last generation,
the visions and oracles of each scroll are being rewritten on the first
small part and last small part. Accordingly, when the Lamb takes the
seven-sealed scroll of life (last scroll) and is about to open it to
reveal what happened in the last generation, the new heaven and new
Earth, and what happened during the judgment, all the other scrolls
had already been opened to replay what had happened in each past
generation.
The Lamb took the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life from the
right hand of the Rock/Abaddon (God the father). This is equated
with the time when the last generation is about to be replayed. The
Lamb is ready to open the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life, just
as the latter day living messenger was about to reveal the dawning of
new truth from beneath the first seal at the beginning of the last
generation.
All the rebellious creatures in heaven will have been the ones that
were living on the Earth (USA's land) and dead under the Earth
(USA's land) just before the latter day messenger's message of light
began to dawn from beneath the first seal. Also at that time, the
rebellious creatures were living during the first reigning period of
latter day Babylon's kingdom (kingdom/sea of combined
nations/rivers).
The creatures (rebellious people) standing as spirits (ghosts) around
new Jerusalem during the judgment hear the praises sung by the 4
beasts, 24 elders, and great multitude of righteous angels
(messengers) concerning the Lamb. During the initial 1,000 years of
the judgment, all these creatures first witnessed each scroll being

opened to replay each past generation from Genesis to the beginning
of the last generation. Then at the end of the initial 1,000 years of the
judgment, these creatures see the Lamb (Lamb/son of God the
father) taking the last scroll (scroll of life) from the hand of the God
the father ready to replay the last generation. When the Lamb took
the last scroll, these creatures had at that time also agreed with the
praises spoken by the 4 beasts, 24 elders, and many righteous angels
concerning the risen Rock/Abaddon sitting on the throne and the
manifested Lamb. Accordingly, the creatures outside new Jerusalem
said that the risen Rock/Abaddon (God the father) sitting on the
throne and the Lamb (son of God) are worthy to receive blessing,
honor, glory, and power for ever and ever. During each replay of the
Lamb taking the last scroll (scroll of life) to replay the last
generation, the creatures are also shown each time saying the
blessings that they originally said at the end of the initial 1,000 years
of the judgment.
*******
Revelation 5:14 And the FOUR BEASTS {representing the first
group of redeemed} said, Amen. And the FOUR and TWENTY
ELDERS {representing the second group of redeemed} FELL
DOWN and WORSHIPPED HIM {risen Rock/Abaddon/God the
father} that liveth for ever and ever.
The four beasts say amen (meaning it is true/amen) to the praises
which the creatures declared concerning the risen Rock/Abaddon
(God the father) sitting on the throne and of the Lamb (son of God).
When the 4 beasts said amen, the 24 elders fell down on bent knees
and worshiped the risen Rock/Abaddon reigning over latter day
Babylon’s kingdom. God the father's visions and oracles live forever
and ever. The reason is as God the father's visions and oracles are
revealed by the Lamb (son of God) to replay all generations, new
heaven and new Earth, and the time of the judgment, these revealed

visions and oracles are being rewritten on the first small part
(Lamb/son of God) and last small part (Goat/God the father) to again
be revealed and rewritten and so on. Accordingly, whatever is being
written must thereafter be revealed by the written visions and oracles
of the Lamb. Hence the God the father (last small part) and the lamb
(God's son/first small part) live for ever and ever.
The 24 elders bowed down to educate the creatures what to do when
they are in agreement with the praises that are sung to the Lamb and
the risen Rock/Abaddon, sitting and reigning on the throne over
latter day Babylon's kingdom. The Lamb (visions and oracles written
on the first small part) took the rolled-up seven-sealed scroll of life
during the judgment, ready to unseal its written visions and oracles
to replay again what had already happened in the last generation. At
that time during the judgment, the creatures standing outside round
about new Jerusalem bowed down on bent knees while declaring
that God’s (Rock's/Abaddon's) judgment was just (as a straight line),
true, and right (straight up and down).
The righteous people of all past generations overcame by believing a
living messenger’s message, resurrected in the last generation,
proclaimed the everlasting gospel, and were saved from the plagues
when they entered new Jerusalem's ensign. In contrast, the rebellious
leaders and their nation's rebellious people (that were in agreement
with their leaders that rejected, persecuted, punished, imprisoned,
and most times killed the messenger’s and many of their converts).
These rebellious people will resurrect in the last generation to
receive their just reward. In the last generation, the latter day living
messenger’s message warns of the super volcano in the USA. This
super volcano will release plagues of hailstones and coals of fire,
darkness caused by erupting smoke and ash, anarchy, famine, and
then death by an overflowing and spreading lake of fire on the land.
The people that believe the latter day messenger's message will be
saved from these plagues and will enter the ensign to be within new

Jerusalem as overcomers of this world’s many deceptions. The latter
day rebellious people that reject the latter day messenger’s message
will end up in the lake of lava, that overflows and spreads from the
lifted-up to heaven super volcano's immense 40-mile wide mouth in
the USA to cover the world. These rebellious people will have been
adversaries against the latter day living messenger's message and
against those who believed and proclaimed the everlasting gospel.
Presently during the judgment, the visions and oracles written on the
seventh plagued angel (last small part and first small part) are
reigning over the lava covered dissolved kingdom of latter day
Babylon, that later became covered by a sea of waters. at the same
time, the rebellious people are standing as spirits (ghosts) outside
new Jerusalem agreeing on bent knees (fulfilling Isaiah 45:23) that
the Rock/Abaddon (God the father) and Lamb (son of God) are
worthy of receiving praises of power, and riches, and wisdom, and
strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing.
Isaiah 45:23 I {first and last, beginning and end, bright star and
morning star} have sworn by MYSELF {being the visions and
oracles written on the last small part that are also written on the first
small part}, the word is gone out of MY {first and last, beginning and
end, bright star and morning star} mouth in righteousness, and shall
not return {unfulfilled}, That unto ME {first and last, beginning and
end, bright star and morning star} every knee shall bow, EVERY
TONGUE SHALL SWEAR {during the judgment, every tongue will
say/swear with an oath while on bent knees that the revealed visions
and oracles written on the first small part and last small part are just
and true}.

